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Approximation of the inverse normal
distribution function

ALFRED L. BROPHY
Behavioral Science Associates. West Chester, Pennsylvania

Hastings (1955, pp. 191-192) developed two approxi
mations of the inverse of the normal distribution func
tion. The more accurate of these approximations (Approx
imation 68) appears to be the most widely used method
of estimating the standard normal deviate (z) correspond
ing to a given probability (p). This approximation was
reprinted in Zelen and Severo (1964, section 26.2.23),
and, as noted by Emerson (1979), it has long been avail
able in the ffiM Scientific Subroutine Package. However,
other approximation methods should be considered. This
paper compares Hastings's approximations with seven
other compact approximations of the inverse of the nor
mal distribution function. The results complement
Brophy's (1983) comparison of approximations of the nor
mal distribution function.

Table 1 shows the approximation methods, in BASIC,
together with a short driver program to input a value of
p, call a selected method, and print the calculated z. The
first two methods are Hastings's (1955) rational approxi
mations (Approximations 67 and 68). The third is a similar
approximation by Hill and Davis (1973). It is one of seven
equations designed to supply an initial estimate in a more
elaborate algorithm, and it is the most accurate of the
seven when used independently. The fourth method, by
Odeh and Evans (1974), is another rational approxima
tion, but it uses higher order polynomials than the preced
ing methods. The fifth method, developed by Beasley and
Springer (1977), comprises two rational approximations,
one for .08 ::5 P ::5 .92 and the other for more extreme
p values. The sixth method, which seems not to have been
suggested elsewhere, applies Beasley and Springer's tail
approximation to all values of p. (The coefficients given
in Table 1 for Beasley and Springer's approximations are
rounded from their original 11-and 12-figure values.) The
seventh method, proposed by Bailey (1981), consists of
another pair of approximations, one for oo22סס0. ::5 P
::5 .9999978 and the other for more extreme p values.
The crossover point between the approximations, which
differs slightly from that suggested by Bailey, was estab
lished empirically. The eighth method applies Bailey's ap
proximation for the central part of the distribution to all
values of p. The final method is based on Koehler's (1983)
approximation of two-sided critical values of the t distri
bution, with adaptation for infinite degrees of freedom
and one-tailed p.
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Tests of the Approximations. Tests of the approxima
tions were run in single precision on a TRS-80 Model I
computer. Each approximation was tested with 31 one
tailed p values: .005, .01, .025, .05 through .50 in incre
ments of .05, and 1O-n, where n signifies all integers from
3 through 20. Correct values of z corresponding to these
p values were taken from White's (1970) 20-decimal ta
bles. Before using Odeh and Evans's (1974) approxima
tion, all coefficients were rounded to seven significant
figures.

The accuracy of each approximation was assessed in
terms of its maximum absolute error in calculated z for
the p values tested. Table 2 summarizes the results of the
tests. In each of the first four approximation methods, the
maximum absolute error for 10-20 ::5 P < .0001 differs
from the maximum absolute error for .0001 ::5 P :::5 .5
by less than ,OO5סס. demonstrating remarkable success
in maintaining precision in the extreme tail of the distri
bution.

The most accurate of the approximations is that of Odeh
and Evans (1974). As tested, it is accurate to five decimal
places, but greater accuracy can be obtained by evaluat
ing the approximation in double precision or on a com
puter with standard numeric precision greater than the
Modell's six digits. For example, Odeh and Evans
reported seven-decimal accuracy using double precision
on an IBM 370/145, and supplementary tests for the
present study with 1O-figure coefficients found equiva
lent accuracy on a Radio Shack Color Computer, which
has nine-digit precision.

The maximum absolute error obtained with Hastings's
(1955) Approximation 68 was close to the .00045 usually
reported for that approximation (Zelen & Severo, 1964,
section 2.26.23). The Hill and Davis (1973) approxima
tion was somewhat more accurate, slightly faster, and
shorter, so it is a viable alternative to Approximation 68.
Beasley and Springer's (1977) tail approximation also is
an attractive alternative if accuracy in the extreme tail of
the distribution is not required. Its maximum absolute er
ror for 10-13 :::5 P ::5 .5 is lower than that of either Ap
proximation 68 or Hill and Davis's approximation.

Even the relatively inaccurate Koehler (1983) routine
may be satisfactory for some purposes. Consider the trans
formation of a percentile (C) to a Wechsler-type devia
tion IQ score by the statement IQ = INT(1oo.5 + 15*Z),
where Z is an approximated normal deviate obtained by
inputting p= 1-(C/l00). Koehler's approximation yields
the same IQ as Odeh and Evans' (1974) for all but four
of the percentiles between 1 and 99; the exceptions are
incorrect by only one IQ point. Nevertheless, the Koeh
ler routine offers little advantage over Hastings's (1955)
Approximation 67, which is substantially more accurate.

Other Approximations. If greater accuracy is desired
than is provided by the Odeh andEvans (1974) approxima
tion, a more complex procedure can be used. An initial
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Table 1
Nine Approximations of the Inverse Normal Distribution Function

10 INPUT"P (upper tail) Hi P
20 INPUT"Which approximation (1-9) Hi AP
30 R-P: IF P>.5 THEN R=l-P
40 IF R(lE-20 THEN Z=10: GOTO 60
50 ON AP GOSUB 110.210.310.410,510.610.710.810.910
55 IF AP-5 AND ABS(Q)(=.42 THEN 70: • (Line 55 required only

for Beasley & Springer's complete algorithm)
60 IF P>.5 THEN Z=-Z
70 PRINT"Z =" Z
80 END
90 '
100 ' Hastings, Approximation 67
110 Y=SQR(-2*LOG(R»: Z-Y-(.27061*Y+2.30753)/«.04481*Y

+.99229)*Y+l): RETURN
190 '
200 ' Hastings, Approximation 68
210 Y=SQR(-2*LOG(R»: Z=Y-«.010328*Y+.802853)*Y+2.515517)

/«(.001308*Y+.189269)*Y+l.432788)*Y+l): RETURN
290 '
300 ' Hill & Davis. Initial Approximation Ul
310 Y=SQR(-2*LOG(R»: Z=Y-«7.45551*Y+450.636)*Y+1271.059)

/«(Y+l10.4212)*Y+750.365)*Y+500.756): RETURN
390 '
400 ' Odeh & Evans
410 Y=SQR(-2*LOG(R»: Z=Y-««4.53642210148E-5*Y

+.0204231210245)*Y+.342242088547)*Y+1)*Y+.322232431088)
/««.0038560700634*Y+.10353775285)*Y+.531103462366)*Y
+.588581570495)*Y+.099348462606): RETURN

490 '
500 ' Beasley & Springer, Complete algorithm
510 Q=P-.5: IF ABS(Q)(=.42 THEN R=Q*Q: Z=Q*«(25.44106*R

-41.3912)*R+18.615)*R-2.506628)/««3.130829*R-21.06224)
*R+23.08337)*R-8.473511)*R+l): RETURN

520 R-SQR(-LOG(R»: Z=«(2.321213*R+4.850141)*R-2.297965)*R
-2.787189)/«1.637068*R+3.543889)*R+1): RETURN

590 '
600 ' Beasley & Springer. Tail approximation
610 R=SQR(-LOG(R»: Z=«(2.321213*R+4.850141)*R-2.297965)*R

-2.787189)/«1.637068*R+3.543889)*R+1): RETURN
I

, Bailey, Complete Algorithm
W=1.570796: IF R(2.2E-6 THEN U=-2*LOG(R): Y=SQR(U-LOG(4*W
*U»: Z=Y+(.5962/Y+.1633)/Y/Y: RETURN

720 V=-W*LOG(4*P*(1-P»: IF V(O THEN Z=O: RETURN
730 Z=«(4.3728E-6*Y-2.881E-4)*Y+.0078365)*Y+1)*SQR(Y); RETURN
790 '
800 I Bailey. Central Approximation
810 Y=-1.570796*LOG(4*P*(1-P»: IF Y(O THEN Z=O: RETURN
~~g 7=«(4.3728E-6*V-2.881E-4)*y+.0078365)*V+1)*SQR(Y): RETURN

900 I Koehler (adapted)
910 Y=-LOG(4*P*(1-P»: IF Y(O THEN Z=O: RETURN
920 V=SQR(Y): Z=Y/(.81-.0193*Y): RETURN

estimate (z') from one of the approximations listed in Ta
ble lor from another Hill and Davis (1973) equation can
be improved by the Newton-Raphson method (e.g., Mil
ton & Hotchkiss, 1969) or by a Taylor series (e.g., Cun
ningham, 1969; Hill & Davis, 1973) after calculation of
the p corresponding to z' by an approximation of the nor
mal distribution function (see Brophy, 1983). Although
highly precise results can be obtained by these methods,
the routines are longer and slower than those tested in the
present study, and their precision is unnecessary for most
practical purposes.

Hamaker (1978), Page (1977), and Schmeiser (1979)

developed very simple approximations that are convenient
for use with hand calculators. Each of these is more ac
curate than Koehler (1983) for some values of p, but each
has a maximum error greater than that of Hastings's
(1955) Approximation 67. Therefore, they are not
presented here.

Language and Modifications. The approximations are
written in TRS-80 Level IT BASIC, a version of Microsoft
BASIC. Little or no modification is required for other
BASIC dialects, and translation into FORTRAN is rela
tively simple.

If p is very close to unity, loss of precision may occur
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Table 2
Accuracy for Two Ranges of Probability, Mean Execution Time (in Seconds), and Length

(in Bytes) of Nine Approximations of the Inverse Normal Distribution Function,
Calculated on the TRS-SO Model I Computer

Maximum Absolute Error

Approximation .0001 :5 P :5 .5 10-20 :5 P < .0001 Time Length

Hastings
Approximation 67
Approximation 68

Hill & Davis

Odeh & Evans

Beasley & Springer
Complete algorithm
Tail approximation

Bailey
Complete algorithm
Central approximation

Koehler (adapted)

*With seven-digit coefficients.

.00277 .00281 .4 68

.00044 .00044 .5 97

.00035 .00035 .4 95

.000001 .000002 .8 146*

.000001 .00084** .6 236

.00020 .00084** .5 97

.00027 .00014 .5 178

.00027 4.49003 .5 101

.01913 .55129 .3 69

**Maximum absolute error for 10-tO :5p< . ()()()1 is . ()()()12.

in evaluating (l - p). In such cases, it is advisable to
input the area of the smaller tail directly rather than the
larger upper-tail p. If the lower-tail p is input, the ine
quality sign in Line 60 of the driver program should be
reversed so that z will be negative when p < .5.

Availability. A listing of the approximations can be ob
tained without charge from the author.
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